“Books that represent a variety of cultures and people help us understand those who are different than us by opening a window into that experience. If we only see characters and experiences that reflect our own, we’re more likely to believe that our own experience is more important or valid than those that are unfamiliar.”
-WNDB
diversebooks.org

Library Staff Only: Once student has finished and shown the summary - please initial and date by the title

- The Wild Ones - Nafiza Azad
- The Hate U Give - Angie Thomas
- Puddin’ - Julie Murphy
- Survive the Dome - Kosoko Jackson
- Children of Blood and Bone - Tomi Adeyemi
- Like Other Girls - Britta Lundin
- No Way They Were Gay - Lee Wind
- Surrender Your Sons - Adam Sass
- Apple : Skin to the Core - Eric Gansworth
- Long Way Down - Jason Reynolds
- Six Crimson Cranes - Elizabeth Lim
- Darius the Great is Not Okay - Adib Khorram
- Everything You Wanted to Know About Indians But Were Afraid to Ask - Anton Treuer
- From a Whisper to a Raising Cry - Paula Yoo
- We Are Not Free - Traci Chee
- The Kindred - Alechia Dow
- Burn Down Rise Up - Vincent Tirado
- The Keeper of Night - Kylie Lee Baker
- Kings Queens and In-Betweens - Tanya Boteju
- Firekeeper’s Daughter - Angeline Boulley
- You Should See Me in a Crown - Leah Johnson
- Cemetery Boys - Aiden Thomas
- Wings of Ebony - J. Elle
- Hollow Fires - Samira Ahmed
- Ordinary Hazards - Nikki Grimes
- The Poet X - Elizabeth Acevedo
- Grown - Tiffany Jackson
- How Moon Fuentez Fell in Love With the Universe - Raquel Vasquez Gilliland
- American Sign Language For Beginners - Rochelle Barlow
- Fish in a Tree - Lynda Mullaly Hunt
- Iranian Love Stories - Jane Deuward
- How to They/Them - Stuart Getty
- The Asperkid’s Secret Book of Social Rules - Jennifer O’Toole
- Anything But Typical - Nora Baskin
- How We Roll - Natasha Friend
- Rosie Loves Jack - Mel Darbon
- Demystifying Disability - Emily Ladau
- The 57 Bus - Dashka Slater
- Dear Justyce - Nic Stone
- I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter - Erika Sanchez
- Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe - Benjamin Saenz
- Brown Boy Nowhere - S. Briones Lim
- Between Bitter and Sweet - Laeken Kemp
- The Girl Beneath the Fire - Axie Oh
- Blood Scion - Deborah Falye
- A Snake Falls to Earth - Darcie Little Badger
- The Witch King - H.E. Edgmon
- Once Upon a K-prom - Kat Cho
- Skin of the Sea - Natasha Bowen
- Rise: A Pop History of Asian America From the 90’s to Now - Jeff Yang
- Last Night at the Telegraph Club - Malindo Lo
- I Wish You All the Best - Mason Deaver
- The Meaning of Birds - Jaye Robin Brown
- Juliet Takes a Breath - Gabby Rivera
- Punching the Air - Ibi Anu Zoboi
- Hell Followed With Us - Andrew Joseph White
- Run - John Lewis
- Stamped : Racism, Antiracism, and You - Jason Reynolds
- Asking For It - Louise O’Neill
- The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time - Mark Haddon

We fit as many books on this list as possible, but of course there are more! If you feel a book should be added, make your case, and we will consider adding it!